Abstract: There are several desirable properties for a free Lagrange algorithm: 1) a La.grangian nature, 2) reciprocity, 3) minimization of numerical noise, d) numerical efficiency, and 5) the ability to extend the algorithms to 3-D. In addition, some integrM hydro formulations allow the mass points to drift among the other points because the divergences and gradients do not depend explicitly on the position of a mass point between two other mass points. Therefore, another desirable property is 6) a restoring force that keeps the mesh regular. An algorithm based on the angles subtended by the Voroaoi polygon sides satisfies all the above criteria, except the fourth; this is because of the necessity of using trigonometric functions. Nevertheless, this loss of efficiency may be compensated by the avoidance of reconnection noise.
Introduction
Some current implementations of the free Lagrange method use the Voronoi mesh for neaxest neighbor definition, but use a median mesh for computation of the hydrodynamic quantities. As long as the nearest neighbors don't change, the computationM mesh is purely Lagrangian, but when the flow is such that neighbors change, then there is an abrupt change in the computational mesh, and fluxing must be done to preserve the integrity of the calculation and to minimize the resultant noise of reconnection. Since the apexes of the Voronoi polyhedra (the centers of spheres defined by the apexes of the associated tetrahedonal mesh) are not Lagrangiaal, the use of a median mesh with fluxing when reconnection occurs is an improvement over the use of the V'oronoi mesh as a computational mesh. However, in cases of extreme shear flow, the fluxing can lead to considerable diffusion as the calculation takes on a more Eulerian nature. Thus, current free Lagrange implementations are pure Lagrangian only in the limit of no shear flow, hence only in the regime more efficiently handled by logical mesh Lagrangian codes. It may be more correct to classify current implementations of fl'ee Lagrange as adaptive mesh algorithms.
Is it possible to avoid fluxing when neighbors change in the presence of shear flow? Clearly, the Voronoi polyhedra or their associated tetrahedra cannot be used as control volumes if a Lagrangian nature is to be retained.
A Different Perspective
It seems profitable to consider a close cousin of free Lagrange, the smooth partiele hydrodynamics (SPH) method. The SPH method uses the particles as data points of an interpolation scheme based on weighting functions (or smoothing kernals) centered on each particle. The particles correspond to the mass points in free Lagrange. The weighting functions ideally have scale lengths on the order of the local mean distance between particles, and thus use only the particle and its closest neighbors for the local interpolation necessary to obtain the divergences and gradients needed for the hydro. Early implementations of SPH used a gaussian weighting function, and as the distance between particles increased the weight decreased and quickly became negligible beyond the closest neighbors, but in current implementations a weighting function is often used that is zero beyond twice the local mean spacing. Because in most implementations of SPH the weighting functions are spherically symmetric, an inordinately large number of particles may be needed to represent an object with a large aspect ratio. A highly anisotropic distribution of mass points necessary to economically represent a large aspect ratio object presents no difficulty for free Lagrange.
Is there a scheme which utilizes the strong points of SPH and free Lagrange without inheriting the less desirable features? We will explore this possibility.
Weighted Sums
While the conservation equations for hydrodynamics are differentiM, and the implementation in computer codes are often referred to as diffcrence equations, many implementations are actually integral (that is, numerically expressed as stuns). With the integral formulation it is easier to insure reciprocity and conservation. Mathematically there is an equivalence between the integral and the differential formulations. The divergence theorem relates the divergence to an areal integral, and through a generMization of the divergence theorem [1] one can relate the gradient to an integral over an area:
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The procedure for obtaining the divergence is analogous to that for the gradient, so henceforth only the gradient will be illustrated. Also, only the 2-D analysis
